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About This Game

BACK TO THE EGG! is a modern tower defense game with action-rpg elements.

 Dynamic fight system.

 Intuitive build system.

 Upgradable towers.

 Several maps and waves with different difficulties.
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 Compete with other players for supremacy on leaderboards!

BACK TO THE EGG! is still in an early stage and will become a lot better and BIGGER over the next months. Our aim is to
ship significant updates every 2-4 weeks.

If you want to know more about our plans and what the current players are thinking then check out our discord channel:
https://discord.gg/X36EkfF
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back to the egg tower defense

the video looks promising however the gameplay is really lacking. For starters there is only a single map and it is very small. you
can power up the tower with a crystal as the only means of progression eventually you do face a stronger enemy after about
10-15 waves. this game just kill 10-20 orcs and wait 5 seconds for another wave of enemies. you cant place any sort of tower
defense strategy to it. if you play as the warrior you literally just whirlwinds to win until you face a tough orc which you just
press ground slam to win.

. so what to say about this game...

firstly lets play https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=28rd16XavD4

This game is very very simmilar to orcs must die. It's a wave based tower defence game where you face off against ever
increasing waves of enemys.

I found this game to be lacking online multiplayer (I assume due to not having to host multiplayer servers and saving money?)

The gameplay is simple. fun, but dose get repettitive.

You will be giving pro's and con's each level. so say you maybe will run 30% faster but you will be on 50% health this round for
example. maybe it should be a risk system.. so you wont always get bonned over each round?

the graphics are cartoon like but very sharp and good textures and on my system at least it ran very smooth. I very much like the
music selection as it gives a great ambience.

so long review short

pro's
-music
-graphics
-optimisation

con's
-price
-gameplay (or lack of)

Good time passer but too expensive for what is on offer IMO

6.5\/10
*good*. Game works fine. Worked with the developer and we found a typo. Game is fun. Please see the video and how much
fun I had!! Nice work from just two guys! Good use of Unity engine. Nice graphics, sound effects, fun gameplay.
Oh and more features coming soon!!

. it`s a nice tower defense Game with some particular action elements :) it has potential ;). Game play you can check out at : 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ikf9H0dihFI

Not a bad game, but lacking in game play, it needs more that just running to and from your towners. I think it would be more
fun playing the multi-player with friends. The graphics are cartoon like but look great. I did run into a bit of lag while playing
not sure why. Its a good way to kill time but at $8.49- on sale $9.99 normal price I think its over price. I would put this game at
$4.99 the way it sets now. I still would recommend buying this game as I think the Dev has got a good thing here and with the
right touch it could be a great game.. Game was absolute crap. Developers re-did it numerous times and finally ended up going
down a path that looked promising with the right features and gameplay... then they called it donewithout really hashing out that
idea at all. Think of this as a tech demo for the concept of a TD game.. Don't waste your time.. so what to say about this game...
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example. maybe it should be a risk system.. so you wont always get bonned over each round?

the graphics are cartoon like but very sharp and good textures and on my system at least it ran very smooth. I very much like the
music selection as it gives a great ambience.

so long review short

pro's
-music
-graphics
-optimisation

con's
-price
-gameplay (or lack of)

Good time passer but too expensive for what is on offer IMO

6.5/10
*good*. why cant player 1 be player with a gamepad too? thats frustrating, pls fix it so i can upvote =(. Back to the Egg is
already in it's early stage a great timekiller and keeps you motivated.
Nice graphics and solid engine do thier job so bugs are very rare.
Love the fact, that it has got the good ol' Splitscreen (if you have a Gamepad) and i can't wait for the content jet to come...
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lol the game is fun BUTTTTTTTT its still in development so grab it NOW the devs will ad du and listen. why cant player 1 be
player with a gamepad too? thats frustrating, pls fix it so i can upvote =(
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